FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE

ON CONTROLS ADDS CENTRALITE TO PARTNERS IN CONTROL
COOPERATIVE PROGRAM
Detroit, MI March 16, 2015 – O On Controls (www.oncontrols.com), a leader in cloud-based
smart home and commercial control solutions for professional installers, has announced today
the addition of CentraLite to their Partners in Control cooperative program. The Partners in
Control program has been created to achieve seamless compatibility between the On Controls
platform and a vast array of connected device manufacturers from related residential and
commercial market applications such as audio, video, HVAC, security, lighting control and others.
Based in Mobile, Alabama, CentraLite Systems, Inc. was founded in 1997 by James L. Busby.
The company has become a trusted and award-winning manufacturer of control and energy
management products that are currently distributed and installed throughout the US and to
over 50 countries worldwide. CentraLite’s Elegance Lighting Control System is a smart, costeffective technology engineered for any new construction project, providing energy savings,
reduced maintenance, enhanced security and overall livability of individual rooms and open
spaces. “We are pleased that our advanced Elegance Lighting technology is now compatible with
the On Controls automation platform, making integration easy and efficient for installers while
giving homeowners the finest user experience imaginable,” said Jimmy Busby, President and
CEO of CentraLite.
“On Controls is excited to offer compatibility with the CentraLite Elegance lighting control system
to our network of integrators and end-users, increasing installation efficiency while broadening
the range of options for consumers,” commented On Controls Sales VP Adam Gold.
The On Controls Partners in Control program will help bring best in class manufacturers
and integrators together in the rapidly growing connected devices marketplace. Interested
manufacturers can learn more about the Partners in Control program by contacting Adam Gold
at: partners@oncontrols.com or +1 313 373 7619.

FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE

ABOUT ON CONTROLS

On Controls brings the convenience, luxury and security of advanced control and automation technology
for residential and commercial applications to the Apple and Android phones and tablets already familiar to millions of users. A Wi-Fi-based platform that won the CEA 2014 Control Product of the Year award
amongst other accolades, On Controls leverages the efficiency of the cloud, enabling integrators to deliver
more features and better service to their commercial and connected home clients. From a single room to
the largest applications, On Controls allows integrators to initialize, upgrade, add new features and sync
remote setups to a client’s tablet or phone via a web portal from anywhere in the world. On Controls is an
intuitive, reliable, robust, and reboot-free system that will simplify your life!
oncontrols.com

ABOUT CENTRALITE

CentraLite engineers a platform of reliable connected products that work seamlessly together to enable a
connected world. Through a robust partner network, CentraLite simplifies how we connect. Established in
1997, the company has been leading the industry in providing end-to-end hardware and software technology development services for some of the biggest names in the connected home space, such as SmartThings, Comcast, PEQ, Zonoff, Ubisys, Securifi, and more. CentraLite is based in Mobile, Alabama, with a presence in over 50 countries worldwide. To learn more, visit:
centralite.com
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